A JOURNAL OF SATIRE

TALES OF THE HOLOCAUST

"THE EXTERMINATION GAS CHAMBERS DID EXIST!"
GENUINE MIRACLES OF THE HOLY HOAX

DOWN THROUGH THE AGES
God's holy people have
miraculously experienced
all kinds of miracles
and miraculously
survived all kinds of
HOLOCAUSTS
to get where they
are today... serving
as a beacon
of morality
unto all
countries

PALESTINE, 1988

...they miraculously survived drowning, when the Red Sea parted
for them, as they fled Pharaoh's oppression...
During their exile in Babylon, the Old Testament tells us that the Jews allowed their children to be thrown into huge fiery ovens inside the brazen altar of the monster Moloch where they were burned alive. This was a miracle because there is no record of any such monster ever having existed...

According to the Jewish book, The Talmud, the Romans slaughtered 40 million Jews during the siege of the Israeli fortress of Bar Kokhba. This was a great miracle because according to demographers there weren't that many Jews in the WHOLE WORLD...
According to Jewish tradition, the nefarious Romans rolled a rabbi up inside a Torah Scroll and set it on fire... while he was being cooked the rabbi saw letters from the Scroll hop into the air **MIRACULOUSLY**. (2)

Our modern era has not been lacking in Jewish miracles either... in fact, the Holohoax is filled with miracle after miracle that defy the principles of science.

**The Miracle of the Jumping Buckets of Flesh**

According to the ADL-certified eyewitness and Holohoax survivor, St. Filip Muller, in his book "Eyewitness Auschwitz: Three Years in a Gas Chamber" (3), Nazi doctors cut flesh off the holy people's legs and tossed the fresh cut flesh into buckets at the crematorium... yet somehow the flesh was still alive, and as St. Filip tells us, made the buckets jump around!
BEHOLD... THE MOST Wondrous HOLOHOAX MIRACLE of THEM ALL
THE MIRACULOUS "PROOF" THAT THE HOLOCAUST DID
HAPPEN!

...HERE IS THE IRON-CLAD PROOF THAT THE HOLOCAUST DID
HAPPEN! LOOK AT THOSE PILES OF BODIES... SAVING THE
HOLOCAUST didnT HAPPEN IS LIKE SAVING THE CIVIL WAR
NEVER HAPPENED... NO ONE CAN DENY THE HOLY HOAX
AND HERE'S THE PROOF!

THE HOAXERS WANT YOU TO ASSUME THESE PEOPLE WERE GASSED TO
DEATH. BUT DOES A PILE OF BOOIES PROVE HOW PEOPLE DIED? ASK YOUR
TEACHERS WHAT THEY MEAN WHEN THEY SAY THERE WAS A "HOLOCAUST.
DOES "HOLOCAUST" MEAN THAT PEOPLE DIED FROM LACK OF FOOD AND
FROM TYPHUS EPIDEMICS? NO REVISIONIST DENIES THAT, BUT IF THE
ESTABLISHMENT CLAIMS THAT THE "HOLOCAUST" MEANS "EXTERMINATION
BY GAS"... WHERE IS THEIR PROOF?

IF THESE PEOPLE WERE KILLED BY BEING "GASSED TO
DEATH", WHERE ARE THE AUTOPSY REPORTS STATING
THIS? THERE AREN'T ANY SUCH AUTOPSY REPORTS... ALL
THE AUTOPSY REPORTS SHOW THESE CORPSES DIED FROM
HUNGER OR DISEASE... LIKE VICTIMS OF ANY WAR IN
HISTORY... NOT FROM "GASSING"! DR. RAUL HILBERG,
A LEADING JEWISH HOLOCAUST HISTORIAN AND AUTHOR
OF THE BOOK, "THE DESTRUCTION OF EUROPEAN JEWRY,
ADMITTED UNDER OATH AT THE 1985 ZUNDL TRIAL,
THAT THERE IS NOT A SINGLE SCIENTIFIC REPORT
SHOWING THAT ANY JEWS DIED BY GASSING! (IS I'M
AT A LOSS" HILBERG TOLD THE COURT WHEN ASKED TO
CITE A SINGLE REPORT! DR. WILLIAM ECKERT, CHIEF
PATHOLOGIST FOR THE INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE
ORGANIZATION IN FORENSIC MEDICINE AND SCIENCES
HAS ALSO CONFIRMED THAT THERE ARE NO AUTOPSIES
SHOWING ANY JEW IN THE CAMPS WAS GASSED.)

DOUBTING THE UNSCIENTIFIC GAS CHAMBER
SUPERSTITION IS NOT THE SAME AS SAYING
"THE HOLOCAUST DIDN'T HAPPEN" AS ANTI-
INTELLECTUAL SUPPRESSIONISTS LIKE TO
PRETEND... WWII ITSELF WAS A "HOLOCAUST
FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED, ESPECIALLY FOR THE
PEOPLE OF GERMANY, AND WWII CERTAINLY
HAPPENED. THE CONCENTRATION CAMPS EXISTED
AND JEWS DIED... FROM COMBAT, DEPRIVATION
AND DISEASE... AS IN ANY RELIGIOUS OR
POLITICAL WAR IN HISTORY, NO ONE DENIES
THIS. BUT WHAT WE HISTORICAL DETECTIVES
AND INVESTIGATORS DO DENY IS THE
IRRATIONAL, HYSTERICAL AND PLAINLY
MENDACIOUS CLAIMS THAT JEWS WERE GASSLED TO
DEATH BY NAZIS. THERE IS NO SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE FOR SUCH NONSENSE AND THINKING
PEOPLE HAVE THE RIGHT TO DOUBT IT...
...IT'S ELEMENTARY, WATSON.

...SHERLOCK, YOU'RE RUINING MY SHOES BUSINESS!
HOW CAN YOU DENY THAT JEWS WERE GASSED WHEN
I HAVE A TATTOO ON MY ARM, A LAMINATE IN MY DIN
AND A BAR OF SOAP IN MY BATH? SHERLOCK HOLMES
IS A NAZI! DOWN WITH SHERLOCK HOLMES! UP WITH
SHE AND VERA DIED, HITZAK AND ANTY SOPHIE AND
SAMMY DAVIS, JR...
CRIMES BY JEWS
NOT REPORTED BY THE NEWS...

OUR "UNCENSORED" NEWS MEDIA FORGOT TO TELL YOU A THING OR TWO ABOUT THOSE WAR CRIMINALS THEY LOVE TO WORSHIP...

JEWISH WAR CRIMINALS AND JEWISH WAR CRIMES: THE MEDIA IMAGE:

---

THE REALITY:

---

* LITERALLY, "Tob Shebe-goyyim harog". Goyim means Gentile (Non-Jew). This is the slogan of Zionism and was uttered by their most revered "prophet and sage," Rabbi Simon ben Yohai, whose grave in Israel is a national shrine. The accuracy of this quotation is verified in the article titled "Gentiles" in the 1907 edition of the Jewish Encyclopedia, published by Funk and Wagnalls; Isidore Singer, general editor.

The genocidal and racist mentality of the modern Jew is often evident as well... for example, in 1986, Israeli Army Chief Chaplain Shmuel Derlich issued an order to the Jewish army to exterminate all Germans to the last man, woman and child. (Cf. The Nation Magazine, Aug. 10, 1986, p. 103. For further testimony about Jewish hatred and racism toward non-Jews also see Jewless Evelyn Kaye's testimony in the book, "The Hole in the Sheet").

YOU JEWISH SOLDIERS MUST EXTERMINATE THE AMALEK- GERMANS TO THE LAST MAN, WOMAN AND CHILD... THIS IS A MITZVAH...

KILL THEM ALL!
The Miracle of the 23 Million Jews

Martin Gilbert is one of the most respected high priests of the Holocaust religion. In his catechism, St. Gilbert states that:

"In the spring and summer of 1942... hundreds of thousands of Jews were being gassed every day." (9)

If 200,000 Jews were indeed gassed daily by the Nazis for the 17 weeks of spring and early summer, that would be 3,000,000 Jews gassed just in those 4 months alone. What a miracle this must have been since there weren't 23 million Jews in the whole world at that time.

The Miracle of the Magic Gas Chambers!

This is one of the most powerful and sacred of all Holocaust miracles. According to scientists and engineers who have inspected the "GAS CHAMBERS" on display in Auschwitz, Poland (10), it was impossible for any of these to have ever operated as Gas Chambers due to a total lack of properly sealed doors, fans or vents. The Jews must have been "gassed" by magic!

And here are the high-tech, hermetically sealed gas chambers where the methodical Nazis gassed millions of Jews with Zyklon B...
The Miracle of the Burning Pits
12,000 Jews per day were burned in Auschwitz-Birkenau every day in the spring and summer of 1944 during the Holocaust. Thousands were burned out in the open, in pits... thousands of others were burned in "the ovens" (crematoria) during the spring and summer of 1944, yet during the same time period the Allies took aerial reconnaissance photographs of the Auschwitz-Birkenau labor camp which failed to show the slightest trace of smoke or burning bodies in pits.

Those Who Miraculously Survived
In thousands of newspapers, books and films, thousands of Jews have told stories about how by a miracle they survived the Nazi extermination camps. There are whole towns full of hundreds of thousands of such "miraculous survivors" - Skokie, Illinois... Brooklyn, New York... Los Angeles, California. Everyone from Elie Wiesel to Kitty Hart to the parents of Abraham Foxman, the director of the ADL, miraculously survived. Typical newspaper stories are titled, "One family's miracle tale" which features a motif of Jews hiding in an oven.

... Evil heretics and apostates say that if hundreds of thousands of Jews have survived it was because the Nazis wanted them to survive. If there really were extermination facilities, not many of these Jews would be around today. These sinister skeptics claim that such "survival" would only be a "miracle" if a few Jews survived... But when there are hundreds of thousands of miraculous survivors, the fact that they survived was no miracle at all!
Elie Wiesel is not only a miraculous gassing survivor, he’s also an eyewitness to a wonderful miracle! Wiesel, who recently won a Nobel “Oscar” in Stockholm for best tall tale of the Holocaust, has written that after the Nazis killed some Jews in Eastern Europe, the blood of the Jews began to spurt out of the ground in geyzers! These geyzers of Jewish blood, according to Mr. Weasel, continued to flow for months!

"...Here you see the geyzers of Jewish blood which have been spurring out of the piles of Jewish bodies in this field for the last two months. Do you see the geyser of Jewish blood flowing?...you must see it...even only as a metaphor for the guilt mankind must feel for the next six million years during which time you must all bow down to the Jewish blood you see flowing out of this geyser of shame. You can’t see it?...Look hard!! The T.V. can see it, the newspaper editors can see it...God can see it...the tooth fairy, George Bush and Sammy Davis Jr. can see it! My Aunt Sophie can see it...Yitzhak Shamir can see it...why can’t you see the geyzers of blood?...What are you, prejudiced or something??"
Alice in Lampshade Land

... even Holocausters sometimes get fed up with the more egregious aspects of the hoax and thus as a kind of damage-control for preserving belief in the core of the tale (the gassings), two Jewish historians... Dr Raul Hilberg of the Univ. of Vermont and Prof. Deborah Lipstadt of U.C.L.A. have finally admitted in public that the stories about the Nazi lampshades and bars of soap are nothing but lies! (14) But people still repeat the lampshade and soap stories anyway because after all, it’s only Germans that are being defamed. Moreover, what religious believer ever stopped believing in a Holy Wonderland just because science or evidence contradicted it?

Sub-human, demon-possessed, evil, wicked, vile Neo-Nazi devil-monsters made bars of soap out of Jewish people’s fat and lampshades out of their skin, according to the official stories and rumors of media and classrooms. Yuck! What scum those Nazis were! The only scum lower than them would be someone who would make up such a story to falsely accuse the German people of horrible crimes they never committed. But of course, even though no such supposed soap or lampshade was ever submitted to a science lab, to prove that it really did come from human fat and flesh, and that it was made by Germans; your teachers, reporters, and Judeo-Christian ministers will tell you, ‘The Germans really did make these monstrous things... Amen.’

... oh my dear, is that you, Cheshire Cat?... my word, this Jewish Wonderland is the strangest I’ve ever been in!
MIRACLE OF THE SMOKE-BELCHING CREMATION CHIMNEYS

In many movies, as well as in the testimony of Holocaust "survivors," giant crematoria smokestacks belch huge, ominous clouds of thick, black smoke as Jews are burned in the Nazi ovens. The movie called "The Wall" depicted this miracle with great piety... yet according to the builder's patent for Auschwitz crematoria, the crematoria don't give off any smoke or flames. It's technically impossible for crematoria to do that because that's exactly what cremation technology was invented to do... to suppress emissions... so the smoking crematoria in Auschwitz were miraculous!... praise the holy hoax!

The Miracle of the Color-Coded Flames~

During the 1985 Zundel trial in Canada, media-certified actual Holocaust eyewitness and "survivor" Arnold Friedman testified that while in Auschwitz he could tell who was being burned in the ovens by the color of the flames that shot out of the cremation chimney. Mr. Friedman told the court that if blue flames shot out of the chimney it meant a Hungarian Jew was being burned, if green flames came out of the chimney it meant that a Polish Jew was being burned, and so on...

POPE ELIE'S MIRACULOUS ESCAPE

The Pope of the holy hoax is his pontificate, Elie Wiesel. By a miracle, Pope Elie survived the Nazi killing machine at Auschwitz only to be imprisoned in Buchenwald where according to Elie, "they sent ten thousand to their deaths every day!" But despite the methodical nature of the Nazi killing machine, Pope Elie miraculously escaped being killed. "I was always in the last hundred (to be killed) near the gate." (6) Yet the Nazis never got him... IT WAS A MIRACLE!
The Miracle of Anne Frank

St. Anne is the girl that wrote a diary in the 1940's about her Holocaust experiences which has been a bestseller around the world. According to the German Federal Criminal Investigation Bureau (BKA), portions of her diary were written with a ballpoint pen. But ballpoint pens were not in use until 1951, several years after the Anne Frank diary had been completed.

The Miracle of the Gas Chamber Barber Shop — IN THE HOLY MOVIE "SHOAH" WE MEET ST. ABRAHAM BOMBA WHO RAN A BARBER SHOP IN THE GAS CHAMBER AT TREBLINKA, WHICH ACCORDING TO HIM, FEATURED 16 BARBERS PLUS 140 INMATES, PLUS SOME BENCHES IN A SPACE THAT WAS ONLY 16 SQUARE METERS WIDE. THIS MAY WELL HAVE BEEN THE MOST CROWDED BARBER SHOP IN THE WORLD. IT WAS A MIRACLE THE BARBERS COULD GET THE INMATES HAIR CUT IN TIME FOR THE NEXT SCHEDULED GASSING, WHICH ACCORDING TO ST. BOMBA WAS EVERY FIVE MINUTES... BUT IT WOULD HAVE TAKEN HOURS TO VENT THE POISON ZYKLON GAS...

Go Easy on the Sideburns, Abe.

TREBLINKA SHAVE AND SHOWER

...So if this weren't a magic barber shop everybody would have been killed... including the barbers.
Here you see the Jews beaten and whipped by Nazi commandant Hoess...

Those terrible Nazis!

Beirut, Lebanon, August, 1982

After the Israeli invasion of Lebanon the Israeli air force indiscriminately bombed clearly marked schools and hospitals. Researcher Alexander Cockburn states that Israeli forces have been responsible for 200,000 deaths since 1948 (The Nation’s Magazine, June 23, 1984, p. 754). Yet there is virtually no move in America to cut off U.S. taxpayer support of this carnage. Americans have armed and bankrolled this Zionist murder-spree for more than forty years. (For graphic documentation of the Israeli air force Holocaust against Lebanon see the tightly-suppressed book “God Cried” by Tony Cliffon, Quartet Books, 1983; also cf. “Village Voice” Feb. 14, 1984 for documentation on the censorship of this book).

Oh... I feel so guilty for being a white Christian!... we enslaved the blacks and crucified the Jews... I never want to have a baby... What if it was another Hitler?

...you're right, Debbie...

...Jews have been terribly persecuted... the Jews suffered Holocaust after Holocaust throughout history. It would be a sin to go against them... we non-Jews are all guilty and we owe the Jews a lot.
America has become a haunted house, where concern for the Jewish ghosts of the 1930's and 40's is infinitely greater than concern for the welfare of flesh and blood humanity suffering and dying in Palestine of 1989...

...and then the Nazis forced weak, elderly Jews to flush themselves down the toilet... one million were drowned in this way...

Ha-Ha. Isn't Holocaust propaganda great? It keeps the American's minds centered on the past while the Palestinian people of today are massacred...

The media-induced fixation with only one war, one war crime and one nation of supposed war criminals has served as a handy focus for attention away from Jewish murders not only of the present but also of the past...

The early Communist leadership in Russia consisted of hundreds of Jews like Leon Trotsky, Moses Vorosky, Apfelbaum (Zinoviev) and the Half-Jew, Lenin. They made up the highest ranks of the secret police and Red Army. These Jewish Communists hated the Christian people of Russia and ordered the murder of tens of thousands of them. The very first law ever promulgated in the official Communist newspaper "Izvestia" (July 27, 1918) made opposition to Jews a crime punishable by death. Apfelbaum wrote in "Krasnaya Gazeta" (Aug. 31, 1918), demanding that an ocean of blood wash over the Christian people of Russia. "Let there be floods of blood... More blood! As much as possible." The Gulag death camps were devised by a Jewish Jew, Napult Frenkel (see Solzhenitsyn, "Gulag Archipelago," Vol. 1) the Christian people of Eastern Europe but there have been over 500 movies made about the atrocities Jews committed against "what the Nazis did." No Jewish-Communist war criminal has ever been prosecuted or

The Nazis fed Jewish babies to a herd of rabid German shepherds... one million Jewish infants were killed in this manner.

...die, you Christian goyim! We will all be avenged now that we Jews rule Russia.

Those stinking Nazis look at that. How gross!

The Christian people of Eastern Europe but there have been over 500 movies made about the atrocities Jews committed against "what the Nazis did." No Jewish-Communist war criminal has ever been prosecuted or

Here you see the Jews being pushed into a giant cuisinart devised by the fiendish Gestapo... one million Jewish rabbis died in this blender.

Wow! I never knew that... Those Nazi pigs.

T.V. is so informative!

Dresden, Germany, Feb 14-15, 1945

If there was an authentic Holocaust in World War II it was the burning alive of approximately one-half million German women, children and other civilians in deliberate Allied air force firebombs of the civilian quarters of every major city. In Dresden, Germany, a medieval city of no military significance, British and U.S. bombers intentionally burned alive tens of thousands of German women and children, on orders of Winston Churchill and with the approval of Roosevelt, the agony, horror and screams of these innocent German women and children are not heard on our T.V. sets. The war criminals who perpetrated this mass murder are not sought... or prosecuted.
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...LET'S SEE... I WAS GASED SIX TIMES... NO, TEN TIMES!... TWICE AT AUSCHWITZ, FIVE TIMES IN BUCHENWALD, THREE TIMES AT TREBLINKA, NINE TIMES AT DACHAU, FOUR TIMES IN BELZEC AND ONCE IN SANQUENTIN... AND THERE ARE FIVE MILLION, NINE HUNDRED NINETY NINE THOUSAND, NINE HUNDRED AND NINETY NINE LIKE ME IN BROOKLYN.

EVERYONE MUST REMEMBER FROM NOW TILL DOOMSDAY, THAT I ONLY ESCAPED THE OVENS BY A MIRACLE. BUT 25 OF MY AUNTS, 16 OF MY UNCLES, 42 OF MY COUSINS, THREE OF MY PARENTS, AND ALL MY CHILDREN WERE GASED ONE NAZI S.S. OFFICER... HE MUST HAVE BEEN AT LEAST SEVEN FEET TALL... SMASHED MY INFANT DAUGHTER'S BRAINS OUT ON THE FLOOR WITH A SLEDGEHAMMER... HIS BOSS, MENGELE, KEPT HUMAN EYEBALLS PINNED TO HIS OFFICE WALL... OH, IT WAS TERRIBLE! NOBODY SUFFERED LIKE I SUFFERED. THOSE GERMANS WERE DEVILS, AND IF I LIVE A THOUSAND YEARS I WILL NEVER FORGIVE AND NEVER FORGET THAT THEY TRIED TO TURN ME INTO A LAMPSHADE...

HOLLYWOOD HASN'T MADE ENOUGH HOLOCAUST MOVIES, AMERICANS SHOULD BE FORCED TO SEE THOSE MOVIES 24 HOURS A DAY AND STEP UP YOUR PAYMENTS TO ISRAEL, YOU AMERICANS... WE COULD USE THE MONEY FOR MY SON'S NEW CASINO HE'S BUILDING IN ATLANTIC CITY. SOON I'M GOING TO START MY OWN HOLOCAUST MUSEUM... FOR TEN BUCKS I'LL SHOW YOU MY TATTOO. THE LAMPSHADES, THE SOAP, THE GAS CANNISTERS, THE HAIR, FALSE TEETH, EYEBALLS, MY AUSCHWITZ UNIFORM AND IF YOU PAY A FEW SHEKELS MORE, I'LL EVEN SHOW YOU THE UNIFORM I WORE WHEN I WAS A POOR PERSECUTED COMMISSAR IN THE SOVIET NKVD... IS THE CAMERA OFF YET? NO... O.K... OH, IT WAS TERRIBLE... YOU'RE ALL GUILTY, YOU DIDN'T DO ENOUGH TO STOP IT. NOBODY SUFFERED LIKE WE SUFFERED. THEY TRIED TO TURN ME INTO A BAR OF SOAP... BUT I ESCAPED. IT WAS A MIRACLE. BUT THEY DID TURN AUNT SOPHIE INTO A PAIR OF ALLIGATOR BOOTS THAT I SAW HIMMLER WEARING ONCE... THEN THEY GASED ME... 50 TIMES... NO, IT WAS ONE HUNDRED TIMES, I REMEMBER NOW...